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ESTIMATION OF SWITCHING ACTIVITY IN SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS USING
DYNAMIC BAYESIAN NETWORKS
Karthikeyan Lingasubramanian
ABSTRACT
This thesis presents a novel, non-simulative, probabilistic model for switching activity in sequen-
tial circuits, capturing both spatio-temporal correlations at internal nodes and higher order temporal
correlations due to feedback. Switching activity, one of the key component in dynamic power dis-
sipation, is dependent on input streams and exhibits spatio-temporal correlation amongst the signals.
One can handle dependency modeling of switching activity in a combinational circuit by Bayesian
Networks [2] that encapsulates the underlying joint probability distribution function exactly.
We present the underlying switching model of a sequential circuit as the time coupled logic induced
directed acyclic graph (TC-LiDAG), that can be constructed from the logic structure and prove it to be
a dynamic Bayesian Network. Dynamic Bayesian Networks over n time slices are also minimal rep-
resentation of the dependency model where nodes denote the random variable and edges either denote
direct dependency between variables at one time instant or denote dependencies between the random
variables at different time instants. Dynamic Bayesian Networks are extremely powerful in modeling
higher order temporal as well as spatial correlations; it is an exact model for the underlying conditional
independencies. The attractive feature of this graphical representation of the joint probability function
is that not only does it make the dependency relationships amongst the nodes explicit but it also serves
as a computational mechanism for probabilistic inference.
We use stochastic inference engines for dynamic Bayesian Networks which provides any-time
estimates and scales well with respect to size We observe that less than a thousand samples usually
converge to the correct estimates and that three time slices are sufficient for the ISCAS benchmark
circuits. The average errors in switching probability of 0  006, with errors tightly distributed around the
mean error values, on ISCAS’89 benchmark circuits involving up to 10000 signals are reported.
iv
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The ability to form accurate estimates of power usage, both dynamic and static, of VLSI circuits is
an important issue for rapid design-space exploration. Switching activity is one important component
in dynamic power dissipation that is independent of the technology of the implementation of the VLSI
circuit. Contribution to total power due to switching is dependent on the logic of the circuit and the
inputs and will be present even if sizes of circuits reduce to nano domain. Apart from contributing to
power, switching in circuits is also important from reliability point of view and hence can be considered
to be fundamental in capturing the dynamic aspects of VLSI circuits.
Among different types of VLSI circuits, switching in sequential circuits, which also happens to be
the most common type of logic, are the hardest to estimate. This is particularly due to the complex
higher order dependencies in the switching profile, induced by the spatio-temporal components of the
main circuit but mainly caused by the state feedbacks that are present. These state feedbacks are not
present in pure combinational circuits. One important aspect of switching dependencies in sequential
circuits that one can exploit is the first order Markov property, i.e. the system state is independent of
all past states given just the previous state. This is true because the dependencies are ultimately created
due to logic and re-convergence, using just the current and last values.
The complexity of switching in sequential circuits arise due to the presence of feedback in basic
components such as flip-flops and latches. The inputs to a sequential circuit are not only the primary
inputs but also these feedback signals. The feedback lines can be looked upon as determining the state
of the circuits at each time instant. The state probabilities affect the state feedback line probabilities
that, in turn, affect the switching probabilities in the entire circuit. Thus, formally, given a set of inputs
it at a clock pulse and present states st , the next state signal st  1 is uniquely determined as a function
of it and st . At the next clock pulse, we have a new set of inputs it  1 along with state st  1 as an input
to the circuit to obtain the next state signal st  2, and so on. Hence, the statistics of both spatial and
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Figure 1.1. A Model for Sequential Circuit.
temporal correlations at the state lines are of great interest. It is important to be able to model both
kinds of dependencies in these lines.
Previous works [1, 2, 3] have shown that switching activity in a combinational circuit can be ex-
actly expressed in a probabilistic Bayesian Network, whose structure is a logic induced directed acyclic
graph (LiDAG). Such models capture both the temporal and spatial dependencies in a compact manner
using conditional probability specifications. For combinational circuits, first order temporal models
are sufficient to completely capture dependencies under zero-delay. The attractive feature of the graph-
ical representation of the joint probability distribution is that not only does it make the conditional
dependencies among the nodes explicit, but it also serves as a computational mechanism for efficient
probabilistic updating. The LiDAG structure, however, cannot model cyclical logical structure, like
those induced by the feedback lines. This cyclic dependence effects the state line probabilities that, in
turn, effect the switching probabilities in the entire circuit.
In this work, we propose a probabilistic, non-simulative, predictive model of the switching in
sequential circuits using time coupled logic induced DAG (TC-LiDAG) structure that explicitly models
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the higher order temporal and spatial dependencies among the feedback lines. This is achieved by
coupling LiDAG representations of the combinational circuit from multiple time slices. The nodes in
TC-LiDAG represent switching random variable at the primary input, state feedback, and internal lines.
These random variables defined over four states, representing four possible signal transitions at each
line which are  0  0 	 0  1 	 1  0 	 1  1

. Edges of TC-LiDAG denote direct dependency. Some of
them are dependencies within one time slice and the conditional probability specification for these are
the same as in LiDAG, i.e. they capture the conditional probability of switching at an output line of a
gate given the switching at the input lines of that gate. Rest of the edges are temporal, i.e. the edges are
between nodes from different time slices, capturing the state dependencies between two consecutive
time slices. We add another set of temporal edges between the same input line at two consecutive slices,
capturing the implicit spatio-temporal dependencies in the input switchings. Temporal edges between
just consecutive slices are sufficient because of the first order Markov property of the underlying logic.
We prove that the TC-LiDAG structure is a Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBN) capturing all spa-
tial and higher order temporal dependencies among the switchings in a sequential circuit. It is a
minimal representation, exploiting all the independencies. The model, in essence, builds a fac-
tored representation of the joint probability distribution of the switchings at all the lines in the circuit.
Dynamic Bayesian Networks are extremely powerful graphical probabilistic models that encapsulates
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and Linear Dynamic System (LDS) and have been employed for gene
matching [25], speech processing [24] and object tracking but their use in modeling VLSI events is
new. Dynamic Bayesian Networks are basically Bayesian Networks defined over multiple time slices.
The salient features of using a Dynamic Bayesian Networks are listed below:
1. DBN exploits conditional independence amongst the random variables of interest for factoriza-
tion and reduction of representation of the underlying joint probability model of switching.
2. There are learning algorithms that can construct or refine Bayesian Network structures. This
feature is not utilized in our model as the structure of our model is fixed by the logic and the
feedback.
3. The temporal links model higher order temporal dependencies, while the non-temporal links
models higher order spatial dependencies.
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4. These are powerful predictive models and hence works extremely well for estimation. The
uniqueness of Bayesian Network based modeling is that evidence can be provided for any node
not necessarily just at the inputs. In fact, this feature is used in the probabilistic inference
schemes to make the results input pattern insensitive.
5. The inference algorithms can be parallelized, however, we do not exploit this in this paper.
We consider two inference algorithms to form the estimates from the built TC-LiDAG representa-
tions: one is an exact scheme and the other is a hybrid scheme. The exact inferences scheme, which
is based on local message passing, is presently practical for small circuits due to computational de-
mands on memory. For large circuits, we resort to a hybrid inference method based on combination
local message passing and importance sampling. Note that this sampling based probabilistic inference
is non-simulative and is different from samplings that are commonly used in circuit simulations. In
the later, the input space is sampled, whereas in our case both the input and the line state spaces are
sampled simultaneously, using a strong correlative model, as captured by the Bayesian network. Due
to this, convergence is faster and the inference strategy is input pattern insensitive.
1.1 Contribution of the Thesis
1. This is the first and only probabilistic modeling framework that can be used to model switching
in both sequential and combinational circuits. This is the only completely probabilistic model
proposed for sequential circuits.
2. In this thesis, we theoretically prove that the underlying dependency model of switching activity
is a dynamic Bayesian Network as shown in Figure 3.4.c. The adopted strategy is not logic
unraveling. Switching in every node is inherently connected with the switching at the next time
instant. If one were to use just unraveling, then the connection between time slices should really
look like Figure 3.4.b. Whereas, the dynamic Bayesian network, being a minimal representation,
needs fewer connections between time slices as shown in Figure 3.4.c.
3. The most significant contribution of this thesis is modeling dependencies in the inputs. This is
crucial as consecutive input patterns are actually random, however, while modeling switching,
they would implicitly be dependent and quantifying this dependence was not trivial. Apart from
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that, we capture state dependencies between two consecutive time and quantify them. These two
classes of dependencies are responsible and crucial for capturing accurate higher order temporal
correlations between time steps and significantly affect the ability to model sequential circuit
switching.
4. Last but not the least, We use a non-partition based stochastic inference scheme that (1) scales
very well and (2) can result in anytime estimates. Ramani et al. [47] recently introduced these
stochastic inference schemes to switching estimation that results in almost zero-error estimates
in combinational circuits. We use this inference for the dynamic Bayesian Networks. Partition-
based inference proposed by Bhanja et al. [3, 2] degenerates
as the error in one time slice is fed back into the next one and propagates through the entire
system.
1.2 Organization
We discuss relevant issues and research work in Chapter 2. This chapter deals mostly with statisti-
cal simulation-based estimation techniques as our work is the first completely probabilistic approach.
Next in Chapter 3, we discuss about the fundamentals of Bayesian Networks and the modeling of a
combinational circuit into a Bayesian network. Then we sketch the fundamentals of dynamic Bayesian
Networks and also describe the time-coupled-LiDAG model for sequential circuits. We depict proba-
bilistic inference in Chapter 4 and present experimental results in Chapter 5. We conclude the paper in
Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 2
PRIOR WORK
Among different types of VLSI circuits, switching in sequential circuits, which also happens to
be the most common type of logic, are the hardest to estimate. There are many methods that handle
combinational circuit [11, 13, 8, 34, 37, 31, 32, 30, 1, 2, 33] by simulative and probabilistic methods.
Many of them cannot be directly applied to sequential circuits. This is particularly due to the complex
higher order dependencies in the switching profile, induced by the spatio-temporal components of the
main circuit but mainly caused by the state feedbacks that are present. These state feedbacks are not
present in pure combinational circuits. One important aspect of switching dependencies in sequential
circuits that one can exploit is the first order Markov property, i.e. the system state is independent of
all past states given just the previous state. This is true because the dependencies are ultimately created
due to logic and re-convergence, using just the current and last values.
The complexity of switching in sequential circuits arise due to the presence of feedback in basic
components such as flip-flops and latches. The inputs to a sequential circuit are not only the primary
inputs but also these feedback signals. The feedback lines can be looked upon as determining the state
of the circuits at each time instant. The state probabilities affect the state feedback line probabilities
that, in turn, affect the switching probabilities in the entire circuit. Thus, formally, given a set of inputs
it at a clock pulse and present states st , the next state signal st  1 is uniquely determined as a function
of it and st . At the next clock pulse, we have a new set of inputs it  1 along with state st  1 as an input
to the circuit to obtain the next state signal st  2, and so on. Hence, the statistics of both spatial and
temporal correlations at the state lines are of great interest. It is important to be able to model both
kinds of dependencies in these lines.
Existing techniques for switching estimation in sequential circuits use input pattern simulation.
Pure simulation [21] though accurate are expensive in terms of computational time and are strongly
pattern dependent. Almost all the statistical techniques in one way or the other has employed sequential
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sampling of inputs along with a stopping criteria determined by the assumed statistical model. These
methods are weakly pattern dependent, and requires special attention for modeling the mutli-modal
power profile. Moreover success of these methods rely greatly on the knowledge of exact input trace
either given by the user or generated by a probabilistic model.
In this chapter, we will discuss a few dominant methods for power estimation and briefly go over the
only probabilistic modeling effort by Ghosh et al. [13]. Since state line statistics are of great concern,
Tsui et al. [14] presented an exact method using Chapman-Kolmogrov method to estimate switching
activity in sequential circuit state line and compared it with an approximate method which was based
on calculating the state line probabilities by solving a set of nonlinear equations. These equations were
derived from the next state logic. By doing this they were estimating the state line probabilities instead
of state probabilities, thereby reducing the complexity of the problem. But the adverse effect of this
method is the inability to model the spatial dependencies among the state lines. The set of nonlinear
equations, given in Equation. 2.1, were obtained by considering the steady state probabilities for state
lines and assuming that input probabilities were known.
y1 
 p1  g1  p1 	 p2 		 pN



0
y2 
 p2  g2  p1 	 p2 		 pN



0

yN 
 pN  gN  p1 	 p2 		 pN



0
(2.1)
where, pi’s are state line probabilities, gi’s are nonlinear functions of pi’s and N is the number of
flipflops.
In general these equations were written as Y  P



0 and P


G  P

. The approximate state line
probabilities were computed by solving Y  P



0 using Newton-Raphson method or by solving P


G  P

using Picard-Peano method.
The accuracy of the estimate was enhanced by unrolling the next state logic by some user defined
limit, as shown in Fig. 2.1.. This actually increased the number of variables and equations, thereby
increasing the accuracy.
Chen et al. [17] presented a statistical technique to obtain upper and lower bounds of average
power dissipation in sequential circuits taking into account the signal probabilities and signal activi-
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Figure 2.1. Enhancing Accuracy by Unrolling [14].
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ties. Through this work the authors emphasized that uncertainties in primary inputs can lead to huge
uncertainties in power dissipation. So the basis of this work was to find out power sensitivities due to
primary input activities and probabilities. These characteristics were obtained using Equations. 2.2 and
2.3.
ζa  xi


 ∑
jεallnodes
f anout  j

∂a j
∂a  xi

(2.2)
ζP  xi


 ∑
jεallnodes
f anout  j

∂a j
∂P  xi

(2.3)
where ζa  xi

is normalized power sensitivity to primary input activity, ζP  xi

is normalized power
sensitivity to primary input probability and a j is normalized activity at node j.
The initial power was obtained using these normalized values. Then the signal properties of the pri-
mary inputs were changed one at a time and the circuit was resimulated. Due to the tedious calculations
in this method, it is not suitable for large circuits.
Chou et al. [18] presented a Monte Carlo based statistical technique to estimate switching activity
in sequential circuits. In this work the authors have defined a set of states to be near-closed set if all
states inside it have a very small probability to reach any state outside it and vice versa. One such
near-closed set was assumed to be the initial state and a warmup simulation period is applied before
each sample length period to calculate the probability of the initial near-closed set. In order to obtain
a stopping criterion, the number of samples was increased and the sample length was reduced while
maintaining the product of the number of samples and sample length as a constant. By doing this they
were able to overcome the problem of increased sample deviation when the sample mean was still close
to average.
Yuan et al. [16] presented a statistical simulation method to estimate average power dissipation
in sequential circuits. The flow chart of this method is illustrated in Figure. 2.2.. Since a statistical
estimation method needs random samples and the power samples from the sequential circuits are not
random, they proposed a method to obtain random power samples. This method included a couple of
steps namely a randomness test and the determination of an independence interval. The independence
interval was actually used to select samples which are not consecutive (i.e., if independence interval
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is 1 then every alternate samples are chosen) thus having a random sequence of samples. At first with
an initial independence interval the samples were chosen and they were tested for randomness. The
success of the test resulted in acceptance of the independence interval as the suitable one, and the failure
results in incrementing the interval and repeating the process. In the randomness test, a particular
sequence of samples was considered to be random if it has one or more successive occurrence of
identical samples followed or preceded by different samples. Clustering of identical samples or mixing
of different samples are considered to be nonrandom sequence of samples.
Murugavel et al. [21] proposed a simulation based work for power estimation in both combinational
and sequential circuits using Petri Net. They came up with a new form of Petri net called hierarchical
colored hardware Petri net (HCHPN).
Najm et al. [12] proposed a logic simulation technique to obtain the state line probabilities and
further employed a statistical simulation method for power estimation in sequential circuits. The logic
simulation was based on the Monte Carlo method and it is employed on the register transfer level (RTL)
of the circuit.
Saxena et al. [20] enhanced this technique in their work on obtaining state line probabilities using
statistical simulation method. Multiple copies of a circuit were simulated using mutually indepen-
dent input vectors, thereby obtaining mutually independent samples. The simulations were based on
Equation. 2.4.
lim
k  ∞
Pk  xi

X0



P  xi

(2.4)
where xi represents a state signal, X0 is a state at time 0 and P  xi

is the state line probability.
Pk  xi

X0

was estimated for increasing values of k until it converges.
Stamoulis [15] proposed a path oriented Monte Carlo method to estimate transition probabilities in
sequential circuits. This work was mainly focused on the state lines. The transition probabilities were
calculated for each randomly selected path with a randomly selected state as its head while applying
random vectors to the primary inputs. The transition probabilities over all these paths were averaged
to obtain average switching probabilities over the state lines.
Kozhaya et al. [19] formulated a power estimation technique for sequential circuits where a set of
input vectors were chosen from a large vector set to obtain upper and lower bounds of power. The input
10
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vectors were separated into blocks and each block was simulated to get corresponding upper and lower
bounds of power. A transition from 0  1 or from 1  0 at the output was accounted for upper bound
and a transition from 0  0 or from 1  1 was accounted for lower bound. Then the upper and lower
bound values are calculated using Equations. 2.5 and 2.6.
PuK  i



1
KT
i  K  1
∑
k  i
eu  k

(2.5)
PlK  i



1
KT
i  K  1
∑
k  i
el  k

(2.6)
where K is block size, T is clock period and
eu  k



1
2 ∑j V
2
ddC jnuk  j

(2.7)
el  k



1
2 ∑j V
2
ddC jnlk  j

(2.8)
where C j is node capacitance, nuk  j

and nlk  j

are lower and upper bounds on the number of logic
transitions made by node j in clock cycle k.
We present the research work done in sequential circuits in the taxonomy diagram shown in Fig-
ure 2.3.. As it can be seen most of the previous work, are simulative and hence pattern dependent.
Ghosh et al. [13] proposed the first attempt for modeling sequential circuits probabilistically, however,
they method assumed many independence and hence inaccurate. This work is the first attempt for
modeling the sequential circuit probabilistically capturing all correlations both temporal and spatial
and with reduced pattern dependence of the estimates.
Bhanja et al [1, 2] proposed Bayesian Network based model for capturing first order temporal and
higher order spatial dependence for combinational circuit. This work uses dynamic Bayesian Network
based model for capturing the feedback effect. We discuss the fundamentals and probabilistic modeling
issues in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 3
DEPENDENCY MODELS FOR SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS
In this chapter, we develop the dependency model for sequential circuits. Sequential circuits, as we
know possesses all the challenges of spatio-temporal dependency modeling that is present in combina-
tional circuits. Moreover, the additional higher order temporal dependencies through the state feedback
contributes to directed cycles in the probabilistic model. These higher order temporal dependencies
not only make the representation complex but also induces additional spatio-temporal dependencies
amongst the present state and the present inputs.
In this chapter, we would first sketch the fundamentals of Bayesian Network and then explain some
basic definitions and theorems that are used to structure a Bayesian Network. In the next section,
we would present the fundamentals of a Dynamic Bayesian Network followed by discussion about
the structure of Dynamic Bayesian Networks. We will conclude this chapter with the modeling and
specific issues pertaining to sequential circuit emphasizing the input dependencies and quantification
of the temporal edges connecting the inputs in adjacent time slices.
3.1 Bayesian Network Fundamentals
Bayesian Network is a graphical probabilistic model based on the minimal graphical representa-
tion of the underlying joint probability function. Due to the probabilistic causal nature, this graphical
model is directed and acyclic. On a whole a Bayesian Network can be defined as a directed acyclic
graph (DAG) whose nodes are random variables and edges are probabilistic dependencies. The condi-
tional independence that is observed in the probabilistic model is preserved in the graphical structure
and moreover none of the edges in the graph can be removed without destroying the conditional inde-
pendency relationships of the probabilistic model. These features induce a notion of minimal compact
representation.
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In a combinational circuit, the entire switching profile of the circuit can be represented as a unique
joint probability function. The priors to this function are the primary inputs. Representation of combi-
national circuits as Bayesian Networks has already been proposed by Bhanja et al. in her dissertation
works [1], [2], [3].
A Bayesian network is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) representation of the conditional factoring
of a joint probability distribution. Any probability function P  x1 		 xn

can be written as1
P  x1 		 xN



P  xn

xn  1 	 xn  2 		 x1

P  xn  1

xn  2 	 xn  3 		 x1

 P  x1

(3.1)
This expression holds for any ordering of the random variables. In most applications, a variable is
usually not dependent on all other variables. There are lots of conditional independencies embedded
among the random variables, which can be used to reorder the random variables and to simplify the
conditional probabilities.
P  x1 		 xN



ΠvP  xv

Pa  Xv

(3.2)
where Pa  Xv

are the parents of the variable xv, representing its direct causes. This factoring of the
joint probability function can be represented as a directed acyclic graph (DAG), with nodes (V ) rep-
resenting the random variables and directed links (E) from the parents to the children, denoting direct
dependencies.
3.2 Conditional Independence Maps
The DAG structure preserves all the independencies among sets of random variables and is referred
to as a Bayesian network. The concept of Bayesian network can be precisely stated by first defining the
notion of conditional independence among three sets of random variables. The following definitions
and theorems appear in [5, 1] and are used later in this paper to prove that the TC-LiDAG structure is
a Bayesian network.
Definition 1: Let U=  α 	 β 	 be a finite set of variables taking on discrete values. Let P 

be
the joint probability function over the variables in U , and let X , Y and Z be any three subsets (maybe
1Probability of the event Xi  xi will be denoted simply by P  xi  or by P  Xi  xi  .
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overlapping) of U . X and Y is said to be conditionally independent given Z if
P  x

y 	 z



P  x

z

whenever P  y 	 z
ﬁﬀ
0 (3.3)
Following Pearl [5], we denote this conditional independency amongst X , Y , and Z by I  X 	 Z 	 Y

;
X and Y are said to be conditionally independent given Z. A dependency model, M, of a domain
should capture all these triplet conditional independencies amongst the variables in that domain. A
joint probability density function is one such dependency model. The notion of independence exhibits
properties that can be axiomatized by the following theorem [5].
Theorem 1: Let X , Y and Z be three distinct subset of U . If I  X 	 Z 	 Y

stands for the relation “X
is independent of Y given Z” in some probabilistic model P, then I must satisfy the following four
independent conditions:
I  X 	 Z 	 Y
ﬃﬂ
I  Y 	 Z 	 X

(3.4)
I  X 	 Z 	 Y  W
 ﬂ
I  X 	 Z 	 Y

&  X 	 Z 	 W

(3.5)
I  X 	 Z 	 Y  W
!ﬂ
I  X 	 Z  W 	 Y

(3.6)
I  X 	 Z 	 Y

&I  X 	 Z  Y 	 W
!ﬂ
I  X 	 Z 	 Y  W

(3.7)
Next, we introduce the concept of d-separation of variables in a directed acyclic graph structure
(DAG), which is the underlying structure of a Bayesian network. This notion of d-separation is then
related to the notion of independence amongst triple subsets of a domain.
Definition 2: If X , Y and Z are three distinct node subsets in a DAG D, then X is said to be d-
separated from Y by Z, " X

Z

Y
ﬀ
, if there is no path between any node in X and any node in Y along
which the following two conditions hold: (1) every node on the path with converging arrows is in Z or
has a descendent in Z and (2) every other node is outside Z.
Definition 3: A DAG D is said to be an I-map of a dependency model M if every d-separation
condition displayed in D corresponds to a valid conditional independence relationship in M, i.e., if for
every three disjoint set of nodes X , Y and Z we have, " X

Z

Y
ﬀ#ﬂ
I  X 	 Z 	 Y

.
Definition 4: A DAG is a minimal I-map of M if none of its edges can be deleted without destroying
its dependency model M.
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Note that every joint probability distribution function P over a set of variables represents a depen-
dency model M, since it captures all the conditional independencies.
Definition 5: Given a probability distribution P on a set of variable U , a DAG D is called a Bayesian
Network of P if D is a minimum I-map of P.
There is an elegant method of inferring the minimal I-map of P that is based on the notion of a
Markov blanket and a boundary DAG, which are defined below.
Definition 6: A Markov blanket of element Xi $ U is an subset S of U for which I  Xi 	 S 	 U  S  Xi

and Xi %$ S. A set is called a Markov boundary, Bi of Xi if it is a minimal Markov blanket of Xi, i.e.
none of its proper subsets satisfy the triplet independence relation.
Definition 7: Let M be a dependency model defined on a set U


 X1 		 Xn  of elements, and
let d be an ordering  Xd1 	 Xd2 	 of the elements of U . The boundary strata of M relative to d is an
ordered set of subsets of U ,  Bd1 	 Bd2 	& such that each Bi is a Markov boundary (defined above) of
Xdi with respect to the set Ui (' U



 Xd1 	 Xd2 		 Xd ) i  1 *  , i.e. Bi is the minimal set satisfying Bi ' U
and I  Xdi 	 Bi 	 Ui  Bi

. The DAG created by designating each Bi as the parents of the corresponding
vertex Xi is called a boundary DAG of M relative to d.
This leads us to the final theorem that relates the Bayesian network to I-maps, which has been
proven in [5]. This theorem is the
key to constructing a Bayesian network over multiple time slices (Dynamic Bayesian Networks).
Theorem 2: Let M be any dependency model satisfying the axioms of independence listed in
Eqs. 3.4- 3.7. If graph structure D is a boundary DAG of M relative to ordering d, then D is a minimal
I-map of M.
3.3 Combinational Circuit as a Bayesian Network
Figure. 3.1.(a) represents a simple combinational circuit and the DAG in Figure. 3.1.(b) illustrates
its Bayesian Network representation. The conditions for a DAG structure to be a Bayesian Network
are as follows,
1. the presence of conditionally independent set of random variables in the probabilistic model P.
2. the presence of d-seperation of random variables in the DAG D.
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Figure 3.1. A Simple Combinational Circuit.
3. the DAG D should be the minimal I-map of the probability function P.
The following discussion is based on the definitions and theorems presented in Section. 3.2.
In the switching probabilistic model, X5 is conditionally independent of X2 given X3 and X4. In the
DAG structure illustrated in Figure. 3.1.(b), from the conditions of d-seperation, we can clearly point
out that X5 is d-seperated from X2 by X3 	 X4.
The method of obtaining minimal I-map of the probabilistic function, say P is based on Markov
blanket and a boundary DAG. In the DAG structure illustrated in Figure. 3.1.(b), considering the ran-
dom variable X5, S=X3,X4 is a Markov blanket, since given X3,X4, X5 is independent of the rest of the
random variables in the domain. In the DAG structure illustrated in Figure. 3.1.(b), the boundary strata
of underlying dependency model over the domain is given by,
BM 
 + X1 	 X2 ,	( X3 	 X4 ,	( X2 + (3.8)
This clearly depicts that the DAG in Figure. 3.1.(b) is a boundary DAG.
Using these characteristics it has already been proved [5] that, if a graph structure is a boundary
DAG of the dependency model, then the graph structure is a minimal I-map of the dependency model.
These aspects collectively prove that the DAG structure in Figure. 3.1.(b) is a Bayesian Network.
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Figure 3.2. Time Slice Model with Snapshot of the Evolving Temporal Process [26].
3.4 Dynamic Bayesian Network
The focus of this work is towards the realization of sequential circuits as a graphical probabilistic
model. Due to the feedback process in sequential circuits they cannot be represented as a directed
acyclic graph. So eventually they cannot be modeled as a Bayesian Network. Hence we model sequen-
tial circuit as time coupled Bayesian Networks which are also called dynamic Bayesian Networks.
Not only the digital circuits but most of the common processes need to be observed at each point
of time and possess different probabilistic dependencies at different instant of time. Such dynamic
activities are normally analyzed at each time instant and a final output is obtained. The basic Bayesian
Network was not designed to handle such dynamic activities. In the beginning the researchers, when
they started formulating BN in a new direction, they had to resort to two identical yet different models
namely, temporal and dynamic. The temporal model was stated to be a subset of dynamic model,
because it cares only about the change in time and not about the change in state. If a system remains
in the same state at different time instants, then it is a temporal model. If there is change in state along
with time, then it is a dynamic model.
In the discussion about structuring a Dynamic Bayesian Network, one might resort to two different
approaches as shown in Figures. 3.2. and 3.3..
Figure. 3.2. represents a time sliced model where each time slice consists of a sub-model repre-
senting the belief network at a particular point of time or time interval. The adjacent time slices are
temporally connected. Figure 3.3. represents a temporal model where the belief network is duplicated
into identical sub-models over each time slice however the state variables are not allowed to be depen-
dent in one time slice. Hence, the structure of Figure 3.3. is not ideal for sequential circuits. The advent
of the idea of time slices has formed the basis of structuring a sequential circuit into a BN.
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Figure 3.3. Temporal Model with Duplicated Time Slices [26].
As discussed before, Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN) is a generalization of Bayesian networks
to handle temporal effects of an evolving set of random variables. Other formalisms such as hidden
Markov models and linear dynamic systems are special cases. The nodes and the links of the DBN are
defined as follows. For any time period or slice, ti, let a directed acyclic graph (DAG), Gti 
  Vti 	 Eti

,
represent the underlying dependency graphical model for the combinational part. Then the nodes of
the DBN, V , is the union of all the nodes each time slice.
V


n
-
i  1
Vti (3.9)
However, the links, E , of the DBN are not just the union of the links in the time-slice DAGs, but also
include links between time-slices, i.e. temporal edges, Eti  ti  1 , defined as
Eti  ti  1 
 . Xi  ti 	 X j  ti  1
/
Xi  ti $ Vti 	 X j  ti  1 $ Vti  1  (3.10)
where X j  tk is the j-th node of the DAG for time slice tk. Thus the complete set of edges E is
E


Et1 
n
-
i  2
 E  ti
10
Eti 2 1  ti

(3.11)
Apart from the independencies among the variables from one time slice, we also have the following
independence map over variable across time slices if we assume that the random variables representing
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the nodes follow Markov property, which is true for switching.
I 3 X j  t1 		 X j  ti 2 1 ,	 X j  ti 	( X j  ti  1 		 Xi  ti  k 54 is true 6 i
ﬀ
1 	 k
ﬀ
1 (3.12)
3.5 Modeling Sequential Circuit
As we have discussed before, dependency modeling of the underlying switching model for se-
quential circuits can only be performed by a dynamic Bayesian Networks due the feedback. In this
section, we will discuss specific issues with modeling the Markov Blanket of individual variables and
quantification of dependencies.
The core idea is to express the switching activity of a circuit as a joint probability function, which
can be mapped one-to-one onto a Bayesian Network, while preserving the dependencies. To model
switching at a line, we use a random variable, X , with four possible states indicating the transitions from
 x00 	 x01 	 x10 	 x11  . For combinational circuits, directed edges are drawn from the random variables
representing switching of each gate input to the random variable for switching at the outputs of that
gate. At each node, we also have conditional probabilities, given the states of parent nodes. If the
DAG structure follows the logic structure, i.e. we have a logically induced DAG (LiDAG), then it
is guaranteed to map all the dependencies inherent in the combinational circuit. However, sequential
circuits cannot be handled in this manner.
3.5.1 Structure
Let us consider graph structure of a small sequential circuit shown in Fig. 3.4.(a). Following logic
structure will not result in a DAG; there will be directed cycles due to feedback lines. To handle this,
we do not represent the switching at a line as a single random variable, Xk, but rather as a set of random
variables, representing the switching at consecutive time instants,  Xk  t1 		 Xk  tn  , and then model the
logical dependencies between them by two types of directed links.
1. For any time instant, edges are constructed between nodes that are logically connected in the
combinational part of the circuit, i.e. without the feedback component. Edges are drawn from
each random variable representing switching activity at each input of a gate to the random vari-
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Figure 3.4. (a) A Simple Sequential Circuit and its Graphical Model. (b) Time Unraveled Representa-
tion. (c) TC-LiDAG Representation.
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able representing output switching of the gate. This gives us the LiDAG structure, capturing the
non-sequential nature.
2. We connect random variables representing the same state line from two consecutive time in-
stants, X sk  ti  X
s
k  ti  1 , to capture the temporal dependencies between the switchings at state lines.
Moreover, we also connect the random variables representing the switching at primary input
lines at consecutive times, X pk  ti  X
p
k  ti  1 . This is done to capture the constraint in the primary
line switching between two consecutive time instants. For instance, if an input has switched from
0  1 at time ti, then switching at the next time instant cannot be 0  0.
We call this graph structure as the time coupled, logically induced DAG or TC-LiDAG. Fig. 3.4.(b)
shows the TC-LiDAG for the example sequential circuit in Fig. 3.4. (a); we just show two time slices
here. The dash-dot edges shows the second type of edges mentioned above, which couples adjacent
LiDAGs. We have X2 as input and X1 as the present state node. Random variable X6 represents the next
state signal. Note that this graph is a DAG. We next prove that this TC-LiDAG structure is a minimal
representation, hence is a dynamic Bayesian network.
Theorem 3: The TC-LiDAG structure, corresponding to the sequential circuit is a minimal I-map
of the underlying switching dependency model and hence is a dynamic Bayesian network.
Proof: Let us order the random variables  Xi  ti  , such that (i) for two random variables from
one time ti, Xp  ti and Xc  ti , where p is an input line to a gate and c is a output line to the same gate,
Xp  ti , appears before Xc  ti in this ordering and (ii) the random variables for the next time slice t  i
0
1

,
 X1  ti  1 		 Xn  ti  1  appear after the random variables at time slice ti.
With respect to this ordering, the Markov boundary of a node, Xi  ti , is given as follows. If X
p
i  ti
represents switching of an input signal line, then its Markov boundary is the variable representing the
same input in time slice X pi  ti 2 1 . If X
s
i  ti represents switching of a state signal, then its Markov boundary
is the variable representing the switching at the previous time slice X si  ti 2 1 . And, since the switching of
any gate output line is just dependent on the inputs of that gate, the Markov boundary of a variable
representing any gate output line consists of just those that represent the inputs to that gate. In the TC-
LiDAG structure the parents of each node are its Markov boundary elements hence the TC-LiDAG is
a boundary DAG. And, by Theorem 2 the TC-LiDAG is a minimal I-map and thus a Bayesian network
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(BN). Since nodes and the edges in the TC-LiDAG defined over n time slices can be described by
Equation. 3.9, and Equation. 3.11, the TC-LiDAG is a dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN).
3.5.2 Spatial Dependency Quantification
In TC-LiDAG, we have the random variables that represent switching at each signal at a time instant
t which indicates the transitions from 0  0 	 0  1 	 1  0 	 1  1.
In this section we will discuss the spatial edges i.e. the dependencies that arise between signals in
one instant of time. Directed edges are drawn from the random variables representing switching of the
inputs to the random variable for switching at the output of each gate. Note that these dependencies
denote the spatial correlations amongst the variables in one time instant. The conditional probability
of random variable representing switching at an output variable given its parents are determined purely
from the logical structures.
The conditional probabilities of the lines that are directly connected by a gate can be obtained
knowing the type of the gate. For example, P  X3 
 x01

X1 
 x01 	 X2 
 x00

will be always 0 because
if one of the inputs of an AND gate makes a transition from 0 to 1 and the other stays at 0 then the
output does not change and hence P  X3 
 x01

X1 
 x01 	 X2 
 x00



0. A complete specification of
the conditional probability of P  x3

x1 	 x2

will have 43 entries since each variable has 4 states. These
conditional probability specifications are determined by the gate type. Thus, for an AND gate, if one
input switches from 0 to 1 and the other from 1 to 0, the output remains at 0. We describe the conditional
probability specification for a two input AND gate in Table 3.1. By specifying a detailed conditional
probability we ensure that the spatio-temporal effect (first order temporal and higher order spatial) of
any node are effectively modeled.
It has to be noted that in a single Bayesian Network, the temporal dependencies are in general
not modeled. For combinational circuit, Bhanja et al. [2] used the states as four possible temporal
transitions of a signal 0  0, 0  1, 1  0, 1  1 to model first order temporal dependence which
is sufficient for modeling zero-delay combinational circuits. In next subsection, we will discuss the
modeling issues pertaining to the higher order temporal dependencies.
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Table 3.1. Conditional Probability Specifications for the Output and the Input Line Transitions for Two
Input AND Gate [2].
Two Input AND gate
P  Xout put

Xinput1 	 Xinput2

for Xout put 
 Xinput1 Xinput2
 x00 x01 x10 x11  = =
1 0 0 0 x00 x00
1 0 0 0 x00 x01
1 0 0 0 x00 x10
1 0 0 0 x00 x11
1 0 0 0 x01 x00
0 1 0 0 x01 x01
1 0 0 0 x01 x10
0 1 0 0 x01 x11
1 0 0 0 x10 x00
1 0 0 0 x10 x01
0 0 1 0 x10 x10
0 0 1 0 x10 x11
1 0 0 0 x11 x00
0 1 0 0 x11 x01
0 0 1 0 x11 x10
0 0 0 1 x11 x11
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Table 3.2. Conditional Probability Specification between State Line Switchings at Consecutive Time
Instants: P  xsk  ti  1  x
s
k  ti  .
X sk  ti  1 
 X
s
k  ti
 x00 x01 x10 x11  =
1 0 0 0 x00
0 1 0 0 x01
0 0 1 0 x10
0 0 0 1 x11
Table 3.3. General Example of Switching of a Signal Xk representing the Value of the Signal at each
Time Instant t.
Time Input Switching Input Switching
ti I1 X1 I2 X2
0 0 0  0 1 0  1
1 1 0  1 1 1  1
2 1 1  1 1 1  1
3 0 1  0 1 1  1
4 1 0  1 0 1  0
5 0 1  0 1 0  1
6 0 0  0 0 1  0
7 0 0  0 0 0  0
3.5.3 Temporal Dependency Quantification
The joint probability function is modeled by a Bayesian network as the product of the conditional
probabilities defined between a node and its parents in the TC-LiDAG structure: P  xv

Pa  Xv

. These
conditional probabilities can be easily specified using the circuit logic. We demonstrate handling the
internal lines in the previous subsection. There are two basic types of conditional probability specifi-
cations for the temporal edges between (i) primary input lines, and (ii) state lines. For state lines, the
conditional probability models the logic of a buffer, as shown in Table 3.2..
Please consider the example of an input pattern in Table 3.3.. Each row of the table indicate one
time instant, column 2 and 4 show the actual values of the signals and column 3 and 5 show the
corresponding switchings. Note that the inputs are purely independent, however, switchings are not. If
switching is 0  1 in row 2, it cannot be 0  0 in row 3. Hence under purely random input situations,
switching of a variable can take only two values (say 0  1, 0  0) out of four states in (t+1) given
one particular value (say 0  0) at t.
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Table 3.4. Conditional Probability Specification between Primary Input Line Switchings at Consecutive
Time Instants: P  xpk  ti  1  x
p
k  ti  .
X pk  ti  1 
 X
p
k  ti
 x00 x01 x10 x11  =
0.5 0.5 0 0 x00
0 0 0.5 0.5 x01
0.5 0.5 0 0 x10
0 0 0.5 0.5 x11
Hence for primary input lines, the conditional probabilities models the switching constraints be-
tween two time instants, as listed in Table 3.4.. For instance, if the primary line switched from 0 to
1, then at the next time slice the line can either switch from 1 to 0 or remain at 1. Since, we are con-
sidering random inputs, we distribute the probabilities equally (with 0.5 probability) between the two
options. For correlated inputs, these conditional probabilities will have to be adjusted.
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CHAPTER 4
PROBABILISTIC INFERENCE
In the previous section, we discussed modeling of sequential circuits as dynamic Bayesian Net-
works. The attractive feature of this modeling is that the conditional independence relationships not
only help in modeling causality but is also an instrument for probabilistic inference. In this section,
we first discuss one of the exact inference schemes that we use to validate our modeling. The exact
inferences scheme, which is based on local message passing, is presently practical for small circuits
due to computational demands on memory. For large circuits, we resort to a hybrid inference method
based on combination local message passing and sampling.
4.1 Exact Inference
The exact inference scheme is based on local message passing on a tree structure, whose nodes are
subsets (cliques) of random variables in the original DAG [4, 9]. This tree of cliques is obtained from
the initial DAG structure via a series of transformations that preserve the represented dependencies.
The original DAG is first converted into an undirected Markov graph structure, which is referred to as
the moral graph, modeling the underlying joint probability distribution. This moral graph is obtained
from the DAG structure, by adding undirected links between the parents of a common child node.
These additional links directly capture the dependencies that were only implicitly represented in the
DAG. In a moral graph, every parent-child set form a complete subgraph. Due to the undirected
nature of the moral graph, some of the independencies represented in the DAG would be lost,
resulting in a non-minimal representation. The dependency structure is, however, preserved. This
loss of minimal representation will eventually result in increased computational demands, but does not
sacrifice accuracy.
Next, a chordal graph is obtained from the moral graph by triangulating it. Triangulation is the
process of breaking all cycles in the graph to be composition of cycles over just 3 nodes by adding
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Figure 4.4. Junction Tree of Cliques for One Time Slice Model of s27.
additional links. To control the computational demands, the goal is to form a triangulated moral graph
with minimum number of additional links. Various heuristics exist for this. For instance, the Bayesian
network inference software HUGIN (www.hugin.com), which we use in this work, uses efficient and
accurate minimum fill-in heuristics to calculate these additional links.
Cliques of this chordal graph form the nodes of the junction tree. The tree structure is useful
for local message passing. Given any evidence, messages consist of the updated probabilities of the
common variables between two neighboring cliques. Global consistency is automatically maintained
by constructing the tree in such a way that any two cliques, sharing a set of common variables, should
have these common variables present in all the cliques that lie in the connecting path between the
two cliques. A junction tree with this property can be easily obtained from the same minimum fill-in
heuristic algorithm that is used to triangularize the graph [2].
As an example of clique tree construction process, we consider the gate level circuit diagram for
s27, shown in Fig. 4.1.. The corresponding DAG Bayesian network model, over one time slice, is
shown in Fig. 4.2.. We first illustrate the process on this partial model. The inference scheme for
the complete dynamic Bayesian network model, as captured by the TC-LiDAG, would be similar.
The moralized and triangularized form is shown in Fig. 4.3.. The clique tree is shown in Fig. 4.4..
One interesting feature of this exact modeling is that probabilistic updating is really fast once the
compilation is performed, and hence is useful for fast design-space exploration. The probabilities are
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Figure 4.5. Junction Tree of Cliques for Two Time Slices of s27.
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propagated through the junction tree just by local message-passing between the adjacent cliques. Let
us consider two neighboring cliques to understand the key feature of the Bayesian updating scheme.
Let two cliques A and B have probability potentials φA and φB, respectively, obtained by multiplying
the conditional probabilities, in the DAG based Bayesian network, involving the nodes in each clique.
Let S be the set of common nodes between cliques A and B. The two neighboring cliques have to agree
on probabilities on the node set S, which is termed their separator. To achieve this, we first compute the
marginal probability of S from probability potential of clique A and then use that to scale the probability
potential of B. The transmission of this scaling factor, which is needed in updating, is referred to as
message passing. New evidence is absorbed into the network by passing such local messages. The
pattern of the message is such that the process is multi-threadable and partially parallelizable. Because
the junction tree has no cycles, messages along each branch can be treated independent of the others.
The final junction tree of cliques for the TC-LiDAG structure of s27 for two time slices is more
complicated, as shown in Fig. 4.5.. Notice the increased number of cliques. In general, the size of
the maximal clique will increase. This result in increased memory requirement to store the probability
potential over the nodes in the cliques; the increase is exponential in the maximal clique size. Thus, it
is obvious that the exact model cannot be used for large circuits. Available memory would determine
the maximum circuit size that can be modeled exactly. In this work, we use this inference only for
model validation with small circuits.
4.2 Hybrid Scheme
For large circuits, a hybrid scheme, specifically the pre-propagated importance sampling (EPIS) [22,
23], which uses local message passing and stochastic sampling, is appropriate. This method scales well
with circuit size and is proven to converge to correct estimates. These classes of algorithms are also
anytime-algorithms since they can be stopped at any point of time to produce estimates. Of course, the
accuracy of estimates increases with time. The other useful method is Probabilistic Logic Sampling
(PLS) method.
The EPIS algorithm is based on importance sampling that generates sample instantiations of the
whole DAG network, i.e. all for line switching in our case. These samples are then used to form the
final estimates. This sampling is done according to an importance function. In a Bayesian network, the
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product of the conditional probability functions at all nodes form the optimal importance function. Let
X


 X1, X2 		 Xm  be the set of variables in a Bayesian network, Pa  Xk

be the parents of Xk, and E
be the evidence set. Then, the optimal importance function is given by
P  X

E



m
∏
k  1
P  xk

Pa  xk 	 E

(4.1)
This importance function can be approximated as
P  X

E



m
∏
k  1
α  Pa  Xk

P  xk

Pa  Xk

λ  Xk

(4.2)
where α  Pa  Xk



P  xk

E 

and λ  Xk



P  E 

xk

, with E  and E  being the
evidence from above and below, respectively, as defined by the directed link structure. Calculation
of λ is computationally expensive and for this, Loopy Belief Propagation (LBP) [27] over the Markov
blanket of the node is used. Yuan et al. [23] proved that for a poly-tree, the local loopy belief propaga-
tion is optimal. The importance function can be further approximated by replacing small probabilities
with a specific cutoff value [22].
This stochastic sampling strategy works because in a Bayesian Network the product of the condi-
tional probability functions for all nodes is the optimal importance function. Because of this optimality,
the demand on samples is low. We have found that just thousand samples are sufficient to arrive at good
estimates for the ISCAS89 benchmark circuits. Note that this sampling based probabilistic inference
is non-simulative and is different from samplings that are used in circuit simulations. In the latter,
the input space is sampled, whereas in our case both the input and the line state spaces are sampled
simultaneously, using a strong correlative model, as captured by the Bayesian network. Due to this,
convergence is faster and the inference strategy is input pattern insensitive.
Probabilistic Logic Sampling developed by Henrion in 1988 is credited to be the first stochastic
sampling method for inferencing Bayesian Networks. In this method sampling is performed in the
forward direction(from parents to children). In the circuit which is represented as a Bayesian network
each node is selected in top-down fashion and they are sampled. While inferencing the Bayesian
network the samples are grouped into sets and the observed value in each sample in a set is compared
with the corresponding evidence values. If they are inconsistent with each other the whole sample set
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is discarded. The same method is repeated with each sample set. In the selected sample set the belief
distributions are calculated by averaging the frequencies with which the relevant events occur. As
compared to the computational merits, this method also has some disadvantages. Since it is based on
forward sampling, the evidence that have already occurred cannot be accounted until the corresponding
variables are sampled. The occurrence of unlikely evidence can result in rejection of large number of
samples thereby hindering the performance of this method.
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CHAPTER 5
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have used the sequential circuits from the ISCAS89 benchmark suite to verify our method.
To generate the “ground truth” estimates to compare against the circuits were simulated, with zero
gate delay, for 100,000 test vectors. The root nodes of the TC-LiDAG representation of the sequential
circuits, which are the state lines of the first time slice and the primary input, need prior probability
specifications. The priors for the primary input lines in the first time-slice of DBN were chosen to be
equal, i.e. equally probable switching states. A startup simulation with 50 random test vectors was
performed and these startup estimates of the present state lines are given to the first time-slice of the
DBN. The exact inference on the
TC-LiDAG structure was done using the commercially available HUGIN software. And, we used a
tool named ”GeNIe” [7] to implement the hybrid inference strategy based on sampling and loopy belief
propagation (EPIS). The tests were performed on a Pentium IV, 2.00GHz, Windows XP computer.
First, we show some results that validates the TC-LiDAG model. For this, we use the s27 bench-
mark circuit. Table 5.1. lists the switching estimates at each line in the circuit as computed by (i)
simulation, (ii) the exact inference scheme based on tree of cliques, and (iii) the hybrid EPIS
scheme. We used 10 time slices for the TC-LiDAG representation. Note the excellent agreement of the
exact inference scheme with simulation, thus validating that the TC-LiDAG is capturing the high order
temporal and spatial correlations. The hybrid inference scheme also results in excellent estimates, close
to the exact ones.
Second, we present results on rest of the ISCAS’89 circuits in the form of estimation error statistics,
as shown in Table 5.2.. We list both the average error, Eµ, and maximum error, Emax, over all the nodes.
We also list the percentage of nodes with switching error above 2 standard deviations from the mean
error; this gives an idea about the error distribution. The listed elapsed times are obtained by the
f time command in the WINDOWS environment, and is the sum of CPU, memory access and I/O time.
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Table 5.1. Switching Probability Estimates at each Line of the s27 Benchmark Circuit as Computed by
Simulation, by the Exact Scheme, and by the Hybrid EPIS Method.
Simulation Exact Hybrid
Nodes (Clique Tree) (EPIS)
1 0.498 0.500 0.512
2 0.598 0.500 0.494
3 0.501 0.500 0.487
4 0.500 0.500 0.508
5 0.450 0.452 0.463
6 0.123 0.123 0.123
7 0.333 0.333 0.368
8 0.498 0.500 0.512
9 0.078 0.078 0.073
10 0.460 0.461 0.476
11 0.333 0.333 0.334
12 0.333 0.333 0.329
13 0.311 0.311 0.311
14 0.229 0.230 0.234
15 0.123 0.123 0.126
16 0.123 0.123 0.126
17 0.450 0.452 0.461
The TC-LiDAG structure, modeling the sequential circuits, used 3 time-slices and just 1000 sampling
iterations were used for the hybrid inference scheme. We see that even for larger benchmarks like
s5378 the mean error is extremely small. The maximum errors for most circuits are also low, except
for s208 	 s953 and s5378. However, these maximum errors seem to be isolated to a few nodes as is
seen from the low fraction of nodes with error above 2σ. In most cases, only 5% of the nodes exceed
this error bound, except for s208, where we see that % of nodes in
ﬀ
Eµ
0
2Eσ range is around 9%. We
also found the accuracy of our model is excellent even for larger benchmark circuits like s15850 (Eµ 

0.004), but at the expense of computation time (45 minutes).
Third, we study the effect of varying the modeling and inference parameters, i.e the number of time
slices modeled by the TC-LiDAG and number of sampling iteration of the hybrid inference scheme. In
Table 5.3., we present results based on 3000 sampling iterations. The time slices are still restricted to
three. We see that the average of the mean error estimates for ten benchmarks is 0  006. The average
time for estimation has, of course, increased, from 6  66 seconds for 1000 samples to 9  48 seconds for
3000 samples. The average maximum error is reduced from 0  086 to 0  083 for the ten benchmarks.
Increasing the sampling iterations to 5000, shown in Table 5.4., we get average mean error of 0  005,
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Table 5.2. Switching Activity Estimation Error Statistics based on TC-LiDAG Modeling, using 3 Time
Slices, and Hybrid Inference Scheme, using 1000 Samples, for ISCAS’89 Benchmark Sequential Cir-
cuits.
Circuits Mean Error Maximum Time (s) % of nodes
(Eµ) Error (Emax

(CPU+I/O)
ﬀ
Eµ
0
2Eσ
s27 0.015 0.068 0.047 5.88
s208 0.014 0.234 0.719 9.02
s382 0.002 0.096 2.094 4.95
s444 0.003 0.083 2.734 4.88
s526 0.003 0.044 3.922 3.23
s713 0.008 0.043 9.093 4.92
s820 0.002 0.049 10.060 8.33
s953 0.009 0.162 8.343 7.50
s1196 0.001 0.050 15.060 4.81
s1238 0.001 0.038 14.620 5.00
s1423 0.010 0.127 21.120 6.15
s5378 0.002 0.402 378.680 5.08
Table 5.3. Switching Activity Estimation Error Statistics based on TC-LiDAG Modeling, using 3 Time
Slices, and Hybrid Inference Scheme, using 3000 Samples, for ISCAS’89 Benchmark Sequential Cir-
cuits.
Circuits Mean Error Maximum Time (s) % of nodes
(Eµ) Error (Emax

(CPU+I/O)
ﬀ
Eµ
0
2Eσ
s27 0.023 0.085 0.063 5.88
s208 0.015 0.225 1.219 9.02
s382 0.002 0.094 3.625 5.49
s444 0.004 0.052 4.328 4.88
s526 0.003 0.058 6.359 2.31
s713 0.008 0.056 12.984 4.25
s820 0.003 0.047 14.172 5.45
s953 0.010 0.187 12.031 8.18
s1196 0.001 0.019 20.296 6.06
s1238 0.000 0.017 19.766 4.82
s1423 0.007 0.121 27.547 5.35
s5378 0.001 0.393 404.886 5.21
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Table 5.4. Switching Activity Estimation Error Statistics based on TC-LiDAG Modeling, using 3 Time
Slices, and Hybrid Inference Scheme, using 5000 Samples, for ISCAS’89 Benchmark Sequential Cir-
cuits.
Circuits Mean Error Maximum Time (s) % of nodes
(Eµ) Error (Emax

(CPU+I/O)
ﬀ
Eµ
0
2Eσ
s27 0.019 0.081 0.078 5.88
s208 0.015 0.211 1.672 9.02
s382 0.001 0.089 5.157 5.49
s444 0.004 0.052 6.110 3.41
s526 0.000 0.048 8.796 2.31
s713 0.006 0.044 16.891 9.62
s820 0.001 0.035 18.282 5.77
s953 0.009 0.171 15.765 7.73
s1196 0.001 0.022 25.546 5.35
s1238 0.000 0.017 25.609 5.55
s1423 0.009 0.131 33.000 5.48
s5378 0.001 0.389 432.908 5.11
Table 5.5. Switching Activity Estimation Error Statistics based on TC-LiDAG Modeling, using 3 and 10
Time Slices, and Hybrid Inference Scheme, using 1000 Samples, for ISCAS’89 Benchmark Sequential
Circuits.
3 Time slices 10 Time slices
Circuits Eµ Emax Time(s) Eµ Emax Time(s)
s27 0.015 0.068 0.047 0.018 0.078 0.172
s208 0.014 0.234 0.719 0.006 0.197 7.532
s298 0.015 0.169 1.422 0.010 0.170 13.87
s382 0.002 0.096 2.094 0.000 0.079 21.28
s444 0.003 0.083 2.734 0.005 0.062 26.30
s526 0.003 0.044 3.922 0.001 0.081 42.28
maximum error of 0  077 in 12  39 seconds on an average for ten benchmarks. These experiments show
that 1000 samples are sufficient to achieve the best accuracy-time trade-off.
In Table 5.5., we show the effect of considering increased number of time slices in the TC-LiDAG
model; we consider 10 slices as opposed to 3. We observe that ten time slices do not enhance the
quality of estimates. This shows that third order temporal models are good enough for our benchmarks.
Interestingly, this observation matches with the observations made in [14, 16].
Table. 5.6. gives the simulation results of the sequential circuits inferenced using Probabilistic
Logic Sampling. These results were obtained for 3 time-slice models of the sequential circuits with
1000 samples. The mean error and the maximum error for the circuits are almost identical to those of
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Table 5.6. Experimental Results on Switching Activity Estimation by Dynamic Bayesian network Mod-
eling for ISCAS’89 Benchmark Sequential Circuits(3 Time Slices and 1000 Samples) using Logic
Sampling[48]. Circuits Eµ Emax Time % of nodes
(s) 7 µ 8 2σ
s27 0.028 0.092 0.016 5.88
s208 0.014 0.224 0.281 9.02
s382 0.000 0.082 0.750 7.14
s444 0.005 0.067 0.843 3.90
s526 0.002 0.048 1.234 1.84
s713 0.009 0.067 1.968 4.70
s820 0.002 0.042 2.125 4.17
s953 0.012 0.185 1.922 7.95
s1196 0.001 0.043 2.735 5.17
s1238 0.003 0.035 2.703 5.00
s1423 0.012 0.114 3.266 6.02
s5378 0.001 0.389 23.128 4.98
s15850 0.003 0.434 146.992 3.07
EPIS method. The main advantage of this method is clearly depicted through the estimation time. PLS
method is, by an order of magnitude, faster than EPIS method.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION
We present a unified graph based probabilistic framework for switching activity estimation method
that takes into account high order spatio-temporal dependencies that are present in sequential circuits
and combinational circuits. To our knowledge, this is the first work that presents a completely proba-
bilistic approach to switching estimation in sequential circuits.
We proved that a time coupled, logically induced, directed graph structure (TC-LiDAG) can model
all the independencies and is a Bayesian network, describing a joint probability distribution over all the
circuit line switchings, both state and circuit lines. This model is compact, minimal and dependency
preserving.
The TC-LiDAG structure also affords efficient probabilistic inference schemes. We studied both
an exact inference scheme, based on the tree of cliques, and a scalable hybrid inference scheme, based
on sampling and local message passing. We demonstrated the high quality of estimates formed using
this model on ISCAS’89 benchmark circuits. Both the mean and the maximum errors were found to
be low. The model scales well to large circuits.
The present scope of the model is limited to the zero-delay scenario, which we plan to address in
future possibly by expanding the domain of the switching random variables.
In this chapter, we also present the attempts that led us to the TC-LiDAG models.
1. Our initial attempt was to feed the output state probabilities back to the input states till it con-
verges. The convergence was not a problem, however, the system was converging to wrong
values as the temporal and spatial dependencies were lost in the feedback process.
2. To overcome this, we actually unraveled the circuit for ten time slices. Each time slice were fed
by independent inputs and output state line probabilities were fed to the input state probabilities
of the next time slice. The random variables of interest were switching at each signals. This
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model also failed as the induced dependence of the inputs and the present states are not modeled
here.
3. Next, to model the input dependencies, we connected inputs of all the time slices by an identity
buffer to model the induced spatio-temporal dependencies. The errors were close to 40%.
4. We modeled the dependencies between random variables that represent switching in the input
between two time slices accurately and for s27 the errors were close to zero.
5. We applied the Cascaded BN approach proposed by Bhanja et al. [3], and we found that the
estimates degenerate due to the error feedback.
6. We used the stochastic inference scheme used by Ramani et al. [47] for handling larger ISCAS
benchmark and the any-time estimates produced accurate results for the benchmarks.
Our future direction would be addressing delay, interconnect and capacitance estimation in this
problem. We intend to use this unified framework also at RT level.
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